COTTON TALES
The
Cottonwood
Advantage!
Our school has…
*a 7 hour school day
*two teachers per class
*a 7 acre campus
*an apple orchard
*CHICKENS!
*access to the river
*a working greenhouse
*weekly visual and
performing arts classes

*K-6th violin classes
*service learning
* 2 bilingual teachers
*student accolades from
all the middle schools

OUR SCHOOL IS
ONE OF A KIND!

April 2016

Cottonwood School News
From the Director…

At the start of each new
school year, I review the
school’s mission statement
with our staff as a way of
creating purpose, alignment
and cohesion among all of
our employees. I then ask
that they write down their
personal mission statement
as it applies to their
professional work, sign it
and keep it in a prominent
place. The personal mission
should align to the school’s
mission and vision and to
their professional goals for
the year.
Once classes begin in
August, each classroom
community works with
their teacher to write up a
class mission statement.
The class mission is used to
direct intention, create
purpose, develop cohesion,
align teaching and learning
practices, resolve conflicts
and redirect negative
behavior. When the class
mission statement is
finished, it is posted and the
students in the upper grades
sign the document as a way
of showing their support for
the final draft. Their
signature is a tangible act
demonstrating that they are
in agreement with the
mission and the rules, and
that they will do their best
to uphold them.

by Trish Nickerson

We then do the same
thing with playground
rules. The elementary
students review all
playground rules and
etiquette with the lunch
personnel, specialists and
classroom teachers. Once
all rules are made clear,
agreed upon and posted,
they are signed by all
students as a way of
showing commitment to
following these commonly
agreed upon policies. We
sometimes collaboratively
write a “constitution” for
our outdoor behavior, and
this helps us all to be clear
on the expectations and
remain in agreement on
how we should conduct
ourselves. This year, due to
the many diverse play
areas, personalities, family
cultures, complex personal
behaviors and interesting
relationships formed
through tribal play in the
orchard, we have found a
greater need to revisit this
practice and work with our
students again as
stakeholders, to write up
rules and consequences for
all of our play areas. These
rules are recorded in
classroom meetings,
approved by the
administration, and then
distributed to all staff and

students once they are
finalized.
We also use a Behavior
Contract with our
elementary students
whenever a persistently
negative behavior is
hindering a student’s
progress or is compromising
the integrity of the classroom
in any way. Behavior
Contracts are standard
practice in education and are
most often employed by
Principals and Counselors to
mediate conflict or correct
negative behavior. This
method involves clearly
stating the rules, noting
examples of how the rules
have been persistently
disregarded by the student,
and crafting ways by which
the student can be helped to
uphold the rules and become
successful. At close of
meeting the students signs
the Behavior Contract along
with the teacher,
administrator or parent (if
they are present) to
demonstrate understanding,
agreement and a concerted
effort by all parties to help
the student improve. By
signing the Behavior
Contract the student is
agreeing to change the course
of his or her actions and
improve his or her
performance. (cont’d page 2)
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Behavior Contracts continued...
The use of a Behavior
Contract is a way of
helping students to get out
of a pattern of behavior.

the student and the family
for student improvement
within a short period of time
before a penalty is imposed.

At Cottonwood School, we
strive to always make the
learning process one of selfawareness. We typically
start with reminding the
students of the strengths and
talents that they bring to our
community. Then we
discuss the behavior we are
asking them to change. The
ultimate goal is not to shame
them or threaten them, but to
lead them into taking
responsibility for their
actions and fully
participating in problem
solving… a skill that will
serve them well as they
grow older. Students usually
know when things are going
awry for them and they are
not always happy with their
actions, but can’t seem to
break the cycle of disruption
without intervention,
understanding and
correction by supervising
staff to help facilitate
communication and
reestablish cooperation and
trust.

Cottonwood teachers often
meet with a single student
or group of students to go
over rules, expectations
and consequences. It is an
ongoing and appropriate
part of teaching and
managing people which
holds everyone
accountable to one
another. This year, a small
group of elementary girls
and a small group of
elementary boys, met with
their teachers on separate
occasions, both individually
and in a group, to review
classroom and school
expectations using a
Behavior Contract and were
asked to sign the contract to
show they were in
agreement with the rules and
ready to correct their poor
behavior. As a result, several
of their parents were upset
by the process we used, and
felt their students had been
coerced into signing a
document they didn’t agree
with, and were outraged that
their children had been
asked to sign any document
without their presence or
approval. After meeting
with aggrieved parents and
teachers, I agreed to alter the
use of Behavior Contracts to
include:

Typically, a teacher to
student meeting will
resolve the problem and
parents need not be
involved in the whole
process, merely informed
that is has occurred.
However, if behavior is
persistent and egregious, a
meeting is called with
parents, rules are again
restated, consequences
which may include
suspension or dismissal are
listed, and a strong
expectation is placed with

•

Renaming the tool a
Behavior Agreement
to avoid further
misundertandings.

•

Holding a verbal
correction and review of
the rules meeting with
the teacher and student,

with notice of the meeting
being sent to parents via
email.
•

Creating a timeline for the
student to correct poor
behavior and a way to
measure progress before
involving parents in an
intervention.

•

Sending updates to
parents via email to avoid
an unnecessary meeting.

•

Schedule a parent
meeting with teacher,
student, and administrator
should the behavior
persist after the agreed
upon time period has
lapsed.

Unfortunately this incident
with students and their
teachers has been discussed
repeatedly in social situations
to the point that it has become
distorted and exaggerated, so
I felt it important to explain
our process and describe the
reasoning behind it more fully
in order to diffuse the gossip.
The policy of using a
Behavior Agreement will also
be added to our school
handbook, otherwise known
as the Never-ending Story, so
that there are no further
misunderstandings as to how
and why students are
corrected by teachers who are
asking them to commit to
following the school rules.
I support the teachers’ need to
bring correction to their
students in a fair, concise,
clear, respectful and
reasonable manner and I am
continually impressed by the
patience and integrity in
which they do so. We are so
lucky to have them as our
guides!
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Pam’s Toddler Class
Hello again from the Wisteria
Room. We hope everyone is
staying grounded with this
windy weather and taking time
to enjoy the beautiful days of
spring. We have enjoyed
watching the budding trees and
blooming tulips. On the gusty
days we have stayed inside to
watch and listen to the trees
blow in the wind. It was a nice
to talk about how strong a tree
has to be to stand in the wind.
Toddlers have a beautiful
perspective on nature.
In the classroom we explored
our new "jumping square". It is
a taped off area in the

classroom for the children to
jump and get their wiggles
and giggles out. We also
have a new "carrying job". It
is a large bottle filled with
colored water which is taped
closed. This job is specially
designed to build the
children’s core strength and
improve their balance. They
really enjoy taking turns
carrying it from one side of the
classroom to the other. We also
have a new block puzzle that
makes sounds when you put the
pieces together in the correct
order.
During circle we have been

using language cards. This is one
of their favorite group activities.
We have also been singing the
Slippery Fish and Where is
Thumb-kin songs.
Well, that's it for now folks. We
will continue our good work
throughout the coming month.
Until next time, be well and take
care.

Ms. Tricia’s Transition Class (2.5-3.5 years)
“How peculiar…that we feel we
must use bright colors,
exaggerated gestures and loud
voices to attract (a child’s)
attention. What we do not know
is that the child has a great
capacity for observation and
absorbs many images, not only
of things but of actions. The
child absorbs not only images
of things but relationships
among things, and is already
greatly advanced when we are
least aware of it.”
-- Dr. Maria Montessori,
The Child in the Family
It’s spring and it’s a
perfect time to cultivate in your
child that thing that really
defines what a child of this age
is. He is the ultimate observer.
He is the scientist par
excellence. He has the greatest,
questing mind — and just about
everything the child observes in
his world is new. Every turn in
his daily life is a chance to
understand his world, the things
in it, and how it all relates to
him.
We, however, feel the need to
find the latest educational toy or
maybe the most clever alphabet
video for them. Or we might
feel that every moment of our
time with the small child should

be filled with activities, projects,
and games. These things can be
great tools for relating to your
child and encouraging
development, but it should be
kept in perspective. These are
ways for the adult to relate to the
child. Of course the child loves
them! They love you, and that
connection to you. But the
child’s way of relating to the
world is totally different and
totally wonderful. This is
because it comes from a mind in
creation.
Have you been for a walk with
your child and seen them stop to
look at a leaf? Then maybe they
see another leaf, and (oh!) they
look just alike! And then, look
there’s another! Before you
know it, if you allow yourself to
step back, a child might spend
an hour doing this. To us, we see
a bunch of leaves on the ground.
The child is experiencing…well,
a miracle. They see the magic of
relation and pattern, and they are
seeing it for the first time.
I can’t express how important it
is for us to step back and let the
child discover their world
unencumbered in this way.
When we allow them time to
quietly discover without our
interference or intentions to

educate and “raise up” the child
getting in the way, we get to see
the most amazing thing of all.
The young child, especially the
toddler, is built to do this on their
own in a far more effective
capacity than we could ever hope
to achieve with the best
educational video or most
creative learning toy or game.
When you take the time to allow
your child to do this, hopefully
on your next lovely spring walk,
you may discover something
else. You might find yourself
amazed at the beauty of the
pattern of fallen leaves with your
child. You may marvel at the
miracle of repetition in a tree of
pear blossoms.
Dr. Montessori put it in a very
poetic way:
“We all have the tendency to
sleep through life, but with the
coming of the child there is a
new being who awakens us and
keeps us awake with means that
aren’t our own… as if to say,
‘Look, there is another life; you
can live better than you do.”
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The Early Childhood Classes
One of the most colorful areas
of the classroom is the sensorial
area. Children work with
geometric shapes, colors,
scents, sizes, sounds
and textures. Maria
Montessori believed
that children are in a
'sensitive period' to
receive sensory
information from birth
to six, so during that
time, they explore their
world and take in most
information through their
senses. The sensorial area helps
students to make sense out of
chaos and create order in their

world. Using the various
sensorial materials helps the
child to isolate each sensory
impression and this indirectly

prepares them for science,
math, art, and music. In our
classrooms, the children enjoy
combining the materials for
greater interest and variation.

They make comparisons and
extensions from repeated use of
the work in this area. Movement
is an important aspect of the
sensorial apparatus. The
children can feel how long a red
rod is as they carry the different
lengths of rods to their rug for
instance, or how heavy the
rectangular prism of the largest
brown stair is while placing
each prism, one at a time, on
their work rug. This creates
what Maria Montessori termed
'muscle memory' which makes a
lasting impression in the body
and which can be retrieved again
when the information is needed.

The Junior Elementary Classes
Spring and poetry often go
hand in hand. Many of us
can’t help but to wax poetic
as the natural world
gradually awakens from
winter sleep. Students in the
Junior Elementary classes
have been introduced to a
variety of poetry and fun
word activities. Tongue
twisters and alliteration was
a good starting point in
introducing poetry because
they are light and lively and
also help students develop
phonemic awareness and a
sense of rhythm.
The next type of poetry we
experimented with was the
sensory poem which, as the
name implies, deals with a
sensory response to
something. Here is an
example crafted by third
grader Isa Arbetan:
The Sky
The sky is blue.
It looks like the sea.
It feels like the clouds.
It sounds like the birds.
It tastes like ice cream.
It smells like fresh grass.
And it makes me happy too.

As we are currently studying
Asia, it was a fine time to
introduce the lantern poem
and haiku. These two poems
follow specific syllable
patterns. The first line of a
lantern poem is one syllable,
the second is two syllables,
the third three, the fourth four
and the last line is one
syllable. Here are two
examples:

And finally, the 700 year old
Japanese haiku poem follows
a five, seven, five syllable
pattern and lends itself to
topics involving nature like
the one below.

Bunnies
Soft
Chubby
Drink water
They eat carrots
Hop
By Aysa Johnson, 1st Grade

We hope you’re feeling
inspired to try your hand at
some of these forms of
poetry!

Me
Me
Funny
So grateful
Finish my work
Fun
By Spencer Fox, 3rd Grade

Cranes
Swaying in the air
Flying into the water
Very beautiful
By Talia Criniti, 2nd Grade

Cottonwood School News
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The Senior Elementary Classes
Every year, the fifth graders
team up with a teacher to plan
and prepare a scrumptious threecourse spread, complete with
tea, sweets and savories! They
invite the 4th graders and the
Cottonwood staff to be their
guests. The preparation for the
tea party is an in-depth
curriculum, beginning with a
field trip to the St. James Tea
Room where they receive a
lesson on etiquette and courtesy.
They also get have pleasure of
trying the different treats and
teas that the St. James has to
offer. The children are often
inspired by the menu and come
up with ideas of items that they

would like to serve. The
students come away with the
knowledge of tea history, how
to serve tea and how to be a
gracious host. Next, the
students begin brainstorming in
a weekly meeting about a theme
for the party, which is kept
secret as a surprise for their
guests. From there, they
develop a budget, invitations,
decorations, a menu, and
conversation starters. They
have a budget to work with and
they learn how to manage their
money by purchasing all of the
supplies that they need. They
shop for their supplies and must
make decisions about what

items are necessary and what
items must be cut from the list
in order to stay on budget. The
fifth graders are responsible for
every detail of the event, from
the name cards on the tables, to
the music, to the serving of the
food. The Tea Project allows
our fifth graders to apply many
skills they have developed over
the past four years to work in
teams and take responsibility
for meeting a common goal.
They also gain new skills along
the way, such as long term
project management, working
within a fixed budget,
presenting ideas through
persuasive arguments, working

toward
consensus in
a group
setting,
collaborating
with adults
and peers
toward a
common
goal,
accepting,
tracking and completing action
items, practicing etiquette and
social protocols around dining
and hospitality, food safety,
cooking lessons, how to create
and respond to an invitation,
and how to debrief and close out
an event.

The AFTERCARE Program (2-6 years) by Cyndie Roy
April showers bring May flowers but
we don’t have to wait until then
because we already have beautiful
flowers popping up around the
campus. The birds are chirping and
the butterflies are out as well.
In Week 1 we will be learning about
butterflies. The children will be
making tissue paper butterflies for
their art project, we will be playing a
game called, “A Caterpillar
Crawled!” , and moving and grooving
to the song, “A Pretty Butterfly. We
will be wrapping up the week by
making lettuce wraps.
In Week 2 we will be learning about
frogs. The children will be making,
“frog hand puppets.” using various

materials we have in our classroom.
We will be playing, “Five Little
Froggies Sitting on a Well.” We will
be playing the hopping game and
acting out to, “Frog Went a
Courtin”. We will be ending the
week by making Crockpot Spinach
Parmesan Dip.
In Week 3 we will be studying
flowers and gardening. The children
will be making handprint flowers for
an art project. We will be collecting
flowers around the campus to put in
a press to dry and later make cards
out of the dried flowers that they
have collected. We will play a
Buttercup + Daisies Checkers game
and for our Music and Movement we

will be singing and moving to,
“Mary, Mary How Does Your
Garden Grow?” We will be acting
out to, “Spring is coming” and our
cooking project will be, “Pigs in a
Blanket.”
In Week 4 we will be learning
about bees. We will be reading the
“Buzzy Bee.” This short story
takes Buzzy Bee on a trip to
gather pollen and nectar from a
number of bulb flowers the
children can learn about: the
daffodil, the tulip, the hyacinth
and a lily….there is a little moral
lesson in there too…she sort of
eats too much, but her good
friends come to her rescue. We

The AFTERCOOL Program (6-12 years)
With the warm spring
weather in bloom, the
students have been spending
a lot of time outside lately.
The dirt mound in the
orchard has been turned into
a river and lake on one side.
The students love running
water down it and watching
as new streams ebb off and
the dirt breaks down over
time, giving way to new
water paths. Playing in the
mud feels like a childhood
right of passage, and these

students are enjoying their
time on the dirt mound.
Lately we have been noticing
a lot of collaborative play
between all ages. Whether
the students are playing
Connect Four Launchers,
building a fort in dress up,
playing ball tag, climbing
tress, or working on the dirt
mound, one thing Mr. Cory
and I are noticing is the
students playing together in a
kind and respectful manner.
It is rewarding to observe!

will be making, wax paper wings
for an art project and singing and
moving to, “Picking up a Baby
Bumblebee.” We will be playing
a matching game to see if the
children can find the difference
between a Bee and a Wasp. We
will be practicing writing the
letter B and coming up with lots
of different words that begin with
B. Wrapping up our week we will
be making Biscuits with New
Mexico Honey for our cooking
project on Friday.
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Art Program by Tricia Larese
These are the finalists in the
YOUNG IN ART contest held in
March. You can stop by the
Frame-N-Art Gallery on Corrales
Road through April 14 to vote for
your favorite piece! The final
show will be
held on April
14th at 7PM.
Congratulations
to:

k

Sapir

Baranes

3

Maayan Baranes

k

Avery

Sherman

3

Josephine Bemish

k

Ellie

White

3

Sophie

Diouf

k

Elsa

Whitney

3

Austin

Prieskorn

1

Brena

Aguilar

4

Shannon Busse

1

Isabell

Herman

4

Jinwon

Choi

1

Aysa

Johnson

4

Katie

Gutierrez

1

Adriana White

4

Adam

Odell

2

Talia

Criniti

5

Sofie

Bickmore

2

Tyler

Hatch

5

Sophia

Hobbs

2

Kiera

Hensel

5

Parker

Jones-Wirth

2

Alex

Saiz

5

Sophia

Torrebiarte

Drama Program by Wendy Scott
Our Early Childhood drama
classes have been delighting in
stories from Asia. We started
with The Empty Pot, which is
a story of a Chinese boy with a
green thumb. Then we
explored the theme of
friendship with The Origami
Master in February. The story
we focused on in March was
The Fiery Tail: A Chinese
Tale of True Beauty. The
children loved pretending to
be peacocks with their colorful
ribbon wands!
The elementary students began

the semester with an exciting
production by the Peking
Acrobats at Popejoy Hall. It
was a wonderful way to begin
our drama studies of Asian
stories and Asian theatrical
styles. Some of our favorite
stories are: The Magic Kettle,
Three Strong Women,
Urashima Taro, The Wave,
The Wise Old Woman, The
Lucky Straw, The Grateful
Statues, and The
Nightingale. Ask your children
to tell you one of these tales,
they are all wonderful

storytellers!
Please join us for our spring
semester performances. They
will all be held in the
Cottonwood MPR at the
following times:
Tuesday, April 19-Ms.
Susan's class performance at
9:00am
Thursday, April 21-Ms.
Michelle's class performance
at 9:00am
Thursday, April 21-4th and
5th grade performances
6:00pm

Environmental Ed Program by Cory Calvert
Spring is in the air and the
flowers are blooming. Along
with over 15 fruit trees that
are in bloom, the Cottonwood
garden has also just sprouted
beans, peas, lettuce, kale,
strawberries, and much more!
The Sr. and Jr. Elementary
classes planted most of the
vegetables and the Early
Childhood students have kept
the beds watered. Inside the
greenhouse we just finished
harvesting snow peas and

carrots with tomatoes on the
way!
The chickens are very happy
and have been producing about
2 dozen eggs a day. If you are
interested in buying eggs we
sell them in front of the
greenhouse from 3-5PM each
day. It’s an honor system
collection so please, just leave
the egg money in the box.

Cottonwood School News
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Music Program by Moe Hickey
There was a day when we were
blown, and windy was the
weather-o. W-I-N-D-Y…if it’s
windy out, it must be spring in
New Mexico. In the Early
Childhood classes, we
acknowledged the wind by
singing about it, even if the wind
is not always our favorite thing.
We learned a few easy steps
while listening to the song
“Down the River.” It’s amazing
how hard it is to listen, step and
clap in time. I can’t always do
that as an adult! We continued to
practice learning solfeggio (do,
re, me, etc) and I must say we
have some excellent young
singers! The Junior Elementary

classes began a unit using Frank
Leto’s Rhythm Band Jam. They
are developing great listening
skills while waiting for their turn
to play, as well as learning how
to play in time. The instruments
we are using are rhythm sticks,
maracas, triangles, tambourines,
drums and cymbals. We are all
enjoying singing and dancing
and playing along. The Senior
Elementary students are
continuing to play the recorder
and practicing songs for Singalong. We are getting ready to
begin our semi-annual quest to
learn the Element song by Tom
Lehrer. It is quite a feat, which
few can master, but once they

do, they have it for life.
I recently had the opportunity to
observe a music teacher at
another school and brought back
some movement games to play
with our elementary students,
such as Beat Tag, which is a
game to help develop an
understanding of the downbeat. I
plan to later include other games
which will help to develop an
understanding of big beats and
small beats.
It’s time for auditions so be on
the lookout a sign-up genius. I
will be inviting students of all
ages, their parents and alumni,
and our staff to audition for the
Cottonwood Follies. I have

enlisted the help of a few of
the Senior Elementary girls to
help with auditions and with
setting up the format. We are
sharing the stage with the
Violin students and the CSPA.
It should be a great night, so
save the date – April 26th,
from 6PM to 8PM! Any
parents interested in forming
an act with me and Mr.
Matthew should let us know
ASAP. We are always on the
lookout for new band
members!

Physical Education Program by Kellie Nickerson
The early childhood students
have been playing with a variety
of materials to develop and
strengthen their fine motor skills.
They have worked with ribbon
wands, scarves, balloons, and
fluff balls. The students became
magicians with the scarves,
hiding the scarf in their
hands and then shouting,
"Abracadabra!" as they threw the
scarves into the air. Balloons
were a popular material, and the
students practiced tapping them
from hand to hand, keeping them
in the air, and tapping them with

ping pong paddles. Fluffballs
(small, fluffy balls) have helped
the children practice tossing,
rolling, underhand throwing, and
overhand throwing. Their favorite
game is, "Clean our
Neighborhood," a game where
they throw the balloons or
fluffballs to the other team’s
"neighborhood" in an attempt to
keep their own "neighborhood"
clean.
The elementary students enjoyed
their eight week long archery
unit, which focused on teaching
skill and building strength. At the

end of the unit, all of the junior
elementary students participated in
a school tournament to see how
they progressed. I am so proud of
them for working so hard to
develop their strength and skills.
Twenty three of the senior
elementary students participated in
a state wide archery tournament,
finishing 10th out of 16 elementary
teams. They represented
Cottonwood well and made me
proud! Our most recent unit in PE
has been Quidditch, a sport
inspired by the Harry Potter books.
The students run with brooms and

try to throw a quaffle
(ball) through three hoops
to score ten points for their
team. Meanwhile, beaters
on each team attempt to
stop the other team from
scoring by throwing
bludgers (small, foam balls)
at the other teams players.
Keepers defend each goal.
With such a variety of
positions and balls, it can be
a bit confusing in the
beginning, but the students
picked it up quickly and
"flew" with it!

Violin Program by Sarah Rhodes
Mark your calendars for the
end of the year violin
concert on Tuesday, April
26 at 6PM!
In other violin news…The
Cottonwood School in
Corrales & Rhodes Violin
Studio presents
Violins on Fire!
Under the careful
supervision of Sarah
Rhodes, Suzuki Specialist,
Violins on Fire musicians
will learn intermediate and
advanced techniques,

ensemble skills and artistry
needed to round out their
musical journey.
To qualify for this group,
children must be able to
demonstrate Basic 6 posture
points,
play up through Allegro in
Suzuki Book One in tune, be
able to write their own
practice notes, and have a
willingness to work hard.
Members of this group are
required to practice an
additional 2 days a week at

home
and
come
prepared
to class.

*Parental involvement is not
required for VOF.
For more information,
contact Sarah Rhodes at
fiddlertwit@yahoo.com
Also, Ms. Janice
Eschenbrenner will be

scheduling summer piano
lessons for Kindergarten
through adult learners.
Please call her at 505-5085097 to reserve your slot
before the sessions fill up!

3896 Corrales Rd
Corrales, NM
87048

Primary Business Address
Address Line 2
Address Line 3
Address Line 4

www.cottonwoodschool.org

Our Mission
Our mission is to
encourage the
potential of each
child through an
interdisciplinary
curriculum which
cultivates
intellectual
achievement,
artistic abilities
and creative
reasoning in
accordance with
Montessori
philosophy.

A Joke Isn’t a Joke, If Someone’s Feelings Are Hurt by Moe Hickey
One of the biggest obstacles to
solving interpersonal
problems in the Senior
Elementary class is getting
children to take responsibility
for their actions. Oftentimes,
when told they have hurt
someone’s feelings, students
will respond with the phrase
“I was only joking.” The staff
all work individually, and
during group meetings, to help
our students understand that
saying they were only joking
doesn’t absolve them from
taking ownership of their
hurtful actions. Through this
work we have been
empowering children to speak
respectfully to others about
their feelings. We have served
as mediators to help them
learn how to communicate
effectively in negative or
hostile situations, and we have
given them tools and
strategies for confronting
those they have conflict with.
We have used curriculum
from The Bully Free
Classroom by Allan L. Beane,
PhD., and we are applying
what we have learned from

The Nurtured Heart Approach
and the Reparation Movement.
Using multiple resources, we

have defined ground rules and
expectations, defined what a
friend is and what a bully is,
and how to respond to social
aggression in a firm and
decisive way. We are
recognizing and celebrating
each individual’s progress as
they begin to confront their
classmates to resolve conflicts
that ordinarily would make
them uncomfortable. Rather
than put up with bad behavior,
avoid it all together or become
passive-aggressive in their
communication, our students

now have tools to help them
reach an understanding . We are
constantly amazed at the
insights our students bring to the
group discussions and our
individual mediation sessions.
It’s a slow and often
emotionally exhausting process
for the students, staff and their
parents but this is the age where
these skills are practiced and
lessons are learned in
preparation of the next plane of
development...the all important
teen years. So we make time for
social learning now in spite of
how uncomfortable it may make

us feel. We have such a short
time with our students to coach
them through life’s challenges
in a safe setting.

